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a troubleshooting guide for problems and malfunctions common to most electric power tools.
This article suggests guidelines for power tool care and maintenance. It also describes
information tools available at eReplacementParts. This article is a repair guide for power tool
switch replacements, explaining the general steps involved in replacing a switch assembly.
Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in
your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Continue Shopping Proceed to
Checkout. Search within model. Page A. Add to Cart. Miscellaneous Parts. Popular Parts.
Carbon Brush. Blade Adapter Ring. Kerf Plate. Carbon Brush and Holder. Blade Bolt. Clamshell
Set. Ball Bearing. Brush Cap. This article describes the differences between power switch and
carbon brush failure symptoms. Diagnosing Electric Power Tools This article is a
troubleshooting guide for problems and malfunctions common to most electric power tools.
Power Tool Care and Maintenance This article suggests guidelines for power tool care and
maintenance. Power Switch Repair This article is a repair guide for power tool switch
replacements, explaining the general steps involved in replacing a switch assembly. Why you
dont sell switch separately? Hello Mieczyslaw, thank you for your question. Unfortunately, we
are only able to sell the parts as they are provided by the manufacturer and the manufacturer
doesn't provide the switch separately. I hope this helps. Did this question help you? Yes No.
Ask a question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as we
can. Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model
Number Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will
get back to you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Discussion is
closed. Question: Roller Guard Retaining Ring plebeau. I need a retaining ring for roller guard I
just purchased for a DeWalt miter saw style 6. Question: DW jmacjr I have a DW Type 5 and
have broken the black carry handle on top item 44 on daigrem. The parts list says it is obsolete
and can't be ordered. I see that you can order one for the type 6 but don't know if it will work.
Any help would be appreciated. Hello jmacjr, It looks like the handle and cover assembly is
different on both types. So I would think that the type 6 carrying handle would not line up with
the screw holes on the the type 5. Just my thinking. Click on the part and it will tell you what
other saws or parts are compatible with yours. Question: Dewalt Dw The brake on my miter saw
makes a terrible noise any ideas on what is wrong and what I should replace first. Hi, That
sounds like a bad bearing that is being stressed when the brake goes on. I'd check that first.
Also it could be the gear reduction unit that making the noise. Hope that helps. Good luck.
Question: DW Type 5 I'm in the middle of a repair on my saw that no longer works. I've checked
the voltage and continuity of my cord and that which the switch is closed, current is making it's
way through the switch. I also tested the continuity of the field, wire end to brush holder
receptacle. I think one of the brush holders has a bad connection. I can tell if I broke the
connection to the holder when I removed the holder or not Now to the question. When I replaced
the field and bolted back up to the handle Is this because I don't have the brush holders and
brushes installed yet? The blade used to spin freely by hand before I started tinkering. Just
want to make sure I don't have something installed backward or mis-alligned, plug in my
brushes and ten smoke the thing. Hi, The first thing is to check that the armature bearings are
seated correctly. To do this lightly loosen the four case screws and see if the armature spins
freely. If so then check the rubber seat that goes over the outer armature bearing and make sure
its on the bearing before installing the armature Don't put the rubber sleeve in the case first as
the armature bearing can distort the sleeve binding the armature bearing. Next as you evenly
tighten the motor case in crisscross pattern lightly tap with a rawhide mallet the end of the
armature case to seat the bearings. Hope this helps. I'm new here, power tool repair isn't my
specialty, so go easy on me! I offered to take a look at my brother Jim's tools that aren't working
properly, he handed me two drills, a miter saw and a table saw. The Dewalt miter saw DW is the
subject of my question. Jim told me the switch was bad, he replaced the switch with something
he thought would work. When he plugged it in, it belched a puff of white smoke which alerted
him to unplug it. I ordered a replacement switch kit, it came with a different switch and clam
shell. I had no problem with the wiring changes the new kit required. I plugged it in, the saw
works but the brake doesn't work, it "free wheels" to a stop when the trigger is released. I
suspect the brake field and the run field were energized simultanously and smoked the break
field with the wrong switch he tried to install. I also suspect this isn't a very common occurance

seen by repair shops. My question, Is my theory plausible. If the saw works to make a cut, but
the brake fails to stop the blade when the switch is released, what are my options to repair it?
Hope this made sense! Never mind, I confirmed the brake winding is smoked. Have a field
ordered, thanks anyway. I'm glad you figured out the problem you were having with your brake
on your DW Miter saw. Good luck with the repair, -WJA. Hello rtriplett, For quite a while Dewalt
did not have a replacement switch for the original switch they discontinued. They have now
come out with a new switch kit for your saw. The problem is that it is on a back order with no
delivery date. So keep checking back with us every so often and check our stock. Or you could
place one on order and as soon as they come in we will send it to you. It is part number Hope
this helps, -WJA. Question: Dw Base Plate krenovfan. Hello krenovfan, If I understand it right it
sounds as if your saw is out of alignment. We have an article and video that I hope will help you
with this problem. In it we are using a DW miter saw. But it should give you some help with your
DW Here is the link to it. Dewalt has discontinued. Hi raynos, Whats your type number as they
use a couple of different switches in the type 1,2,3,4,5 Dw's. I have a DW Type 1 and I was able
to find a kit that contained new handle clam shells, a new style switch , and new connectors for
wires. Part number I found was Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has been added to our mailing
list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of Parts From Top Brands.
Need Help? Customer Service. Part Number: SV. Part Number: NSV. Part Number: Backorder:
No ETA. In Stock, 22 available. In Stock, 4 available. In Stock, 2 available. In Stock, 7 available.
Ships in 1 - 19 business days. In Stock, 12 available. In Stock, 1 available. In Stock, 3 available.
In Stock, 15 available. In Stock, 6 available. In Stock, 14 available. In Stock, 9 available. In Stock,
21 available. In Stock, 11 available. In Stock, 18 available. In Stock, 5 available. In Stock, 13
available. In Stock, 19 available. In Stock, 10 available. Not Available for Retail Sale. In Stock, 17
available. In Stock, 8 available. This article is a troubleshooting guide for problems and
malfunctions common to most electric power tools. This article is a repair guide for power tool
switch replacements, explaining the general steps involved in replacing a switch assembly. This
article suggests guidelines for power tool care and maintenance. It also describes information
tools available at eReplacementParts. Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with
Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred
Partners of. Continue Shopping Proceed to Checkout. Search within model. Page A. Add to
Cart. Label, R. Grease, 6 Oz. Miscellaneous Parts. Popular Parts. Carbon Brush. Kerf Plate.
Carbon Brush and Holder. Blade Bolt. Clamshell Set. Ball Bearing. Brush Cap. Repair Guides
Diagnosing Electric Power Tools This article is a troubleshooting guide for problems and
malfunctions common to most electric power tools. Tool Diagnosis: Is it the Brushes or the
Switch? This article describes the differences between power switch and carbon brush failure
symptoms. Power Switch Repair This article is a repair guide for power tool switch
replacements, explaining the general steps involved in replacing a switch assembly. Power Tool
Care and Maintenance This article suggests guidelines for power tool care and maintenance. I
need the top half of the clamshell that holds the handle, the part shown on the broken piece is
will the also fit that is shown? Mine has a before date code of if that's any help. Thank you for
your help. Rankin for model number DW asked on Hello Rankin, Thank you for contacting us. I
have researched the model you have provided and have found the part you are looking for is
Part Number: Hope this helps! Related Parts: Clamshell Set. Did this question help you? Yes
No. Is the movable plastic guard available? If not will other guards from maybe a type 8 fit? Hi
Bill, the guard is available as part Thank you for your question and good luck with your repair!
Related Parts: Lower Guard Kit. DW 12"compund miter saw. Thank you. Hello Kevin, thank you
for writing. The Switch Kit for your model is part number Please see the related parts below.
Good luck with your repair! Related Parts: Switch Kit. Manuel for model number DW asked on
Good Day Manual. Thank you for your question in regards to your unit Model Number DW These
labels are typically found on the bottom or side of the tool. Hope this helps. Best Regards. John
for model number Dw compown miter saw asked on Hello, Thank you for writing. It looks like
the issue has to do with the break itself. We do not list that in our site. Please submit a new
question if you have any follow ups. We are looking forward to hearing from you. I need a blade
Wrench Dino Damiani for model number DW asked on Hello Dino , Thank you for the question.
There is no part substitutions listed. My suggestion here would be to call the manufacturer and
see if they can provide you with a substitution for these part numbers. We hope this helps! How
much do a band new one cost. James for model number WD asked on Hello James, thank you
for your inquiry. As we are a replacement parts company we do not sell the whole machine and
therefore do not know the full price. Please contact DeWalt directly for further inquiries. Ask a
question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as we can.
Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number
Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to

you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Discussion is closed.
Question: Roller Guard Retaining Ring plebeau. I need a retaining ring for roller guard I just
purchased for a DeWalt miter saw style 6. Question: DW jmacjr I have a DW Type 5 and have
broken the black carry handle on top item 44 on daigrem. The parts list says it is obsolete and
can't be ordered. I see that you can order one for the type 6 but don't know if it will work. Any
help would be appreciated. Hello jmacjr, It looks like the handle and cover assembly is different
on both types. So I would think that the type 6 carrying handle would not line up with the screw
holes on the the type 5. Just my thinking. Click on the part and it will tell you what other saws or
parts are compatible with yours. Question: Dewalt Dw The brake on my miter saw makes a
terrible noise any ideas on what is wrong and what I should replace first. Hi, That sounds like a
bad bearing that is being stressed when the brake goes on. I'd check that first. Also it could be
the gear reduction unit that making the noise. Hope that helps. Good luck. Question: DW Type 5
I'm in the middle of a repair on my saw that no longer works. I've checked the voltage and
continuity of my cord and that which the switch is closed, current is making it's way through the
switch. I also tested the continuity of the field, wire end to brush holder receptacle. I think one
of the brush holders has a bad connection. I can tell if I broke the connection to the holder when
I removed the holder or not Now to the question. When I replaced the field and bolted back up to
the handle Is this because I don't have the brush holders and brushes installed yet? The blade
used to spin freely by hand before I started tinkering. Just want to make sure I don't have
something installed backward or mis-alligned, plug in my brushes and ten smoke the thing. Hi,
The first thing is to check that the armature bearings are seated correctly. To do this lightly
loosen the four case screws and see if the armature spins freely. If so then check the rubber
seat that goes over the outer armature bearing and make sure its on the bearing before
installing the armature Don't put the rubber sleeve in the case first as the armature bearing can
distort the sleeve binding the armature bearing. Next as you evenly tighten the motor case in
crisscross pattern lightly tap with a rawhide mallet the end of the armature case to seat the
bearings. I'm new here, power tool repair isn't my specialty, so go easy on me! I offered to take
a look at my brother Jim's tools that aren't working properly, he handed me two drills, a miter
saw and a table saw. The Dewalt miter saw DW is the subject of my question. Jim told me the
switch was bad, he replaced the switch with something he thought would work. When he
plugged it in, it belched a puff of white smoke which alerted him to unplug it. I ordered a
replacement switch kit, it came with a different switch and clam shell. I had no problem with the
wiring changes the new kit required. I plugged it in, the saw works but the brake doesn't work, it
"free wheels" to a stop when the trigger is released. I suspect the brake field and the run field
were energized simultanously and smoked the break field with the wrong switch he tried to
install. I also suspect this isn't a very common occurance seen by repair shops. My question, Is
my theory plausible. If the saw works to make a cut, but the brake fails to stop the blade when
the switch is released, what are my options to repair it? Hope this made sense! Never mind, I
confirmed the brake winding is smoked. Have a field ordered, thanks anyway. I'm glad you
figured out the problem you were having with your brake on your DW Miter saw. Good luck with
the repair, -WJA. Hello rtriplett, For quite a while Dewalt did not have a replacement switch for
the original switch they discontinued. They have now come out with a new switch kit for your
saw. The problem is that it is on a back order with no delivery date. So keep checking back with
us every so often and check our stock. Or you could place one on order and as soon as they
come in we will send it to you. It is part number Hope this help
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s, -WJA. Question: Dw Base Plate krenovfan. Hello krenovfan, If I understand it right it sounds
as if your saw is out of alignment. We have an article and video that I hope will help you with
this problem. In it we are using a DW miter saw. But it should give you some help with your DW
Here is the link to it. Dewalt has discontinued. Hi raynos, Whats your type number as they use a
couple of different switches in the type 1,2,3,4,5 Dw's. I have a DW Type 1 and I was able to find
a kit that contained new handle clam shells, a new style switch , and new connectors for wires.
Part number I found was Question: Mitersaw Dewalt Hi trucker, What you need to do is Remove
the screw and measure the thread length of the screw. If the thread is 15mm, then the screw
must be replaced with the new 20mm or Repair Kit. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has been
added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of Parts
From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service.

